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The real and the complex Adams e-invariants [1] may be

regarded as homomorphisms from the framed cobordism group 0 '

into the rational numbers modulo the integers,

e , e : O •* O/Z .

When n is of the form 4r-l these invariants are specially
interesting, and if r = 2k+l is odd one has e = Be mod 2

by C 13. Hence, if (M,,D is a framed manifold of
then

8k + 3

•= ~ (e ( mod 2 ,

where h<M,&) is either 0 or 1 , depending en something;
Understanding the invariant h(M,̂ ") was the motivation for this
wort;. For example [73, if (M,y) is the framed boundary of an
SU-manifoltf, then h(M,J"> is 0. This suggests that htM,*">
may depend on the first relative Chsrn class C.fX,̂ ") of a

compact U-manifold X with boundary M , which is the
obstruction for reducing the structure group of X to BU . This
was shown in C243 to be so when M has dimension 3. In that
case h<M,J") is essentially the Arf invariant; in Ruchlin's

theorem for spin manifolds [93,14] , and it can be reijarded as
the reduction modulo £ of the dimension of the space of harmonic
spinors on a submanifold of X representing C.CX,^), by t5'7,16].

Furthermore, let M be the link of a normal Gorenstein
surface singularity <*K,P) . Let n : V * V be a resolution of P
and let W be a characteristic divisor of V. This means [10]
that W is an effective divisor of *W of the form W = SD-K ,
where K is a canonical divisor and both D and K have support

-1 0
in E = n (P) . By [10]. if we let fc(W) == h'<W.0.,(D)> . then

1 2 W
the invariant ttj)<W> + ~ U 1 is constant module S for -all
characteristic divisors. The invariant t)(W) is £10] the mod
E-inde;; Df W. and one has <by [2^] and CS7J),

far every framing & on M compatible with the complex structure
on *K . In particular, we may take the resolution to be minimal,
so that the canonical class K is negative, and one has

mod

Also, if A*<M,.y> is the Rochlin invariant of the link M of
CKjP), for the spin structure determined hy y , then C17,27]



where

P) + bg] mod S ,

b is the number of irreducible components of

The purpose of this note is two-fold. On the one hand we
use CIO) and the results of Locijenga in CIS] to determine the
invariant h(h.-y> in higher dimensions for a class of manifolds
(see the remark in §t below). We prove :

Theorem 1. Let (M,y> be a framed manifold of dimension 8k+3
which is the link of an isolated, normal Gorenstein smoothable
singularity CT,P> , with 9 being compatible with the complex
structure on T" . Let n : V -* f be a resolution of P with a
canonical divisor K 5 0 . Then,

w h e r e f)(.-}'.) =•

.*•> = \ Ee <M.J

c c

r tVN-K.O)

nod Z ,

is the mod S index of -K .

If we can choose tha divisor -K to be non-singular, then
-K is tanonically a spin manifold C 23 ,H7.1O3, and t)(—K) is
congruent modulo 2 to the dimension of the space of harmonic
spinors on -K , by V5].

Qvi the other hand we observe that the invariant t)(W) is

the reduction modulo H of an integer> also denoted by t)(W). It
follows from CIO,£73 that if M is 3-dimensional and W = SD-K is
chooss?n ^o that D is effective and —D is relatively ample (see

1 2§S frji the definition), then (t)(W) + ~ W^) is actually constant

for all such divisors. So this yields to "an integral lifting"
of the R&chlin JJ invariant, and it is natural to ask whether
this is related to the Casson invariant Ell) when the link is a
homo logy sphere. In §2 below we use the theorem of Cl1,52 3,
relating the Casson invariant of the link to the signature of the
Milnor fibre, to prove:

Theorem S. If the germ of f at P is a quasi—homogeneous
germ and the link M is sn integral homo logy sphere, then

Ct)(W) + - WS] =

for every characteristic divisor

relatively ample, where X.(M) i

W = 2D—K with D > 0 and

the Casson invariant of M

—D

We also give in §S a partial positive answer to a question
in CH53 concerning the geometric genus of a Gorenstein surface
singularity. Namely, we prove that if the link is a homology
sphere, then the geometric genus modulo H is determined by the
topology of the link. This is a slight improvement of a result in
C 10} related to the behaviour of the geometric genus under
deformat ions.
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§1. On the e-invariant.

In this work a Qam*d, nuLrUprld means a pair (M,.y),
consisting of a closed, C , stably paralleiizable manifold M
together with a trivialization T of its stable tangent bundle.

Let (M,*") be a stably framed n-manifold. The framing y
induces (stably) a spin structure and a U-structure on 1*1 . This

(jives rise to well defined group homomoi phisms from into
-spin ^UO ^ ' " and fi~ , the spin and the complex cobordism groups,

respectively. (See CSS] for basic material on qcbordism.) The
imagecomplex cobordism groups are 0

Oof aVl—i in

the manifold
spin manifold

case, we let

Fontryagin classes of Y
define C&3 the real Adams

m odd dimensions, and the

zero for all k. Hence, when n = M; 1%k-l
(M,?1) can be regarded as bounding both, a compact
Y and a compact U-mamf o Id X , In the first

H (Y,M;Z> , i = 1 , . . , ,k, be

relative to the framing on M
e—invariant of (M, ,f) by ,

, p( <Y, y) ) CY3 mod Z , if

. . . ,p < Y,*1)) CY] mod Zi f

C13] the

, and WE

k is evtjn

k is odd

thwhere A(pt (Y ,*") , . . . ,py ( Y , JF) ) [ Y] denotes the k "" A polynomial
of Hirzebruch [12) in the relative pontryagin classes, evaluated
on the orientation cycle of Y . The complex e-invariant is
defined similarly, we consider the U-manifold X and we let

= Td(C (X,, ,.,., r:gk (x, ) [ x 3 mod 2

t hwhere Td (Cj ( X ,-P1) , . . , ,0^. ( X , T) ) denotes the value of the Sk

Todd polynomial [123 on the Chern classes of X relative to the
framing. We denote this number by TdCX,.y] .
class of X relative to J1 vanishes, then X
manifold, and in fact an SU-manifold ; In this
dimension of M is Bk+3 , then t7:p-10<+] :

If the f i.rr«t Chern
is ail so a spin

case, if the

In dimensions of the form
e-invariants coincide tl3.

the

X,y) J CXI

real and

mod

the complex8 k+7.

It is worth noting that a parallelism on a (closed) manifold



inducts a riemannian metric. In that cane the e-invariant can
be expressed ['+] in terms of the eta-invariant, the harmonic
spinors and the Chern-Simons invariant of the flat connexion
defined Liv the parallelism.

Let us now suppose that ft is the link of an isolated,
normal, smoothabl© Goranstein singularity P in a complex
analytic spate f of C—dimension Sn . Let F be a (tilnor
fibre of P (see [183). If the framing 9? is compatible with
the complex structure on f , then <M«y) can be regarded as the
framed boundary of F . The first Chern class of F relative to

1 rves ir, "(F,l"t;Z) , which is iscmcrphic to by

Poiricar6--Lefschetj duality. If n > 1 this group vanishes, by
the theorem iif Andreotti and Frankel CSD. Hence we have:

1.1 Lemma, ic.f.t15]> If n > 1 , the Mi I nor fibre F has an
SU-structure, and alsao
framing •?"• Hence, if
of (M,JP) is

spin structure, compatible with the
Sk+1 is odd then the real B-invariant

eih.PI ~ t TdCF.y] mod

We now observe C13] that the Chern classes of F relative
to •?" fii.ap to the usual Chern classes. Hence the Chern numbers
defined by these classes aqree with the Chern numbers defined by
Looijenga C I S ] , except those involving the top dimensional Chern
class. That Chern number is defined in [18] to be the Euler
tharactar istic of F ; Here?, that number depends on & ; it equals
the degrc-e of P in F . Similar considerations apply if we
replace the smoothing F by a compact tubular neighbourhood of

the exceptional set E = n (F1 > of a resolution V of P ; for
simplicity, we also denote this neighbourhood of E by V . The
following lemma is an easy extension of the index formula in C 1 8 ] .

1.2 Lemma. Let TdrF,^] and TdCV,^] denote respectively the
value on the orientation class of F , or V , of the <*k + £ Todd
polynomial evaluated on the Chern classes of F , or V , relative
to the framing P . Then,

where p = dim H
k +1

is the (geometric) genus of F.

Proof. Let TdCFl and TdCIO be the Todd genera of F anct V,
respectively, obtained by using the Chern numbers of Loaijenga.
Then [18;p.2983 says

TdtFl = TdCKl + ) - dim-tt

Since the germ of *V at P is normal and Gorenstein,. the last
term in the right hand side vanishes and the groups H (Ô .) are

0 for i i m;. . (See for instance C10;3.E.b].) Thus Looijenga's
formula reads

TdCF3 = TdCT] + p. ,

where p is the geometric genus. Lemma 1.2 will be proved if

we show
TdCF,y3 - TdCF] = TdfV,y] - TdCT^] .

Since the Chervi numbers involving lower (relative) Chern classes
are unique [15,18], one has

where cc-efficient of C in the '+k+S Todd

polynomial and X'*' denotes the topological Eulev—Poincar6
characteristic. The proof of lemma 1.2 is completed bv standard
arguments! First we note that up to homotopy, & is defined bv

, C-linearly independent smooth sections f >,• . . , f-L r.. + p
 c'f

I , because the Stiefel manifold Ul_ ^ of complex r-fremes

, r > 0, i c?n~connec ted. Hence, i f we1 think of a s
being a trivial izat ion of TF| then (F,#"J CF] is the total

in F of one of the {• 's ; E3imilarly far
, ,

< V,f)

Hence 1.2 follows from the theorem of Poincar6-Hopf for manifolds
with boundary [19] and the elementary lemma below , that we state
without proof. <See [ £6] for an easiy proof.)

1.3 Lemma. Let X and V be compact, smooth and oriented
manifolds with diffeomorphic boundary M , and let a , ft be
non-singular vector fields defined on a neighbourhood of M in
X. Denote also by a , ft the induced vector fields on s
neighbourhood of M in V . If Ind(a,X) denotes the total
index of a in X , and similarly for ft and Y , then

Ind(a.X) -- = tnd(a.Y) - Ind(f?,Y>

We are now in a possition to prove Theorem 1 stated in tha
introduction: For k = 0 , this is the theorem in CEA-] together
with the identification in [16,87,10] of Rochlin's Arf invariant
with the invariant l)(W), In higher dimensions. Lemmas 1.1 and
1.2 above imply

| i + p ) mod Z .

By the definition of the complex e-invariant one has

e (M,^) - TdCV^] mod Z ,

hence,

= ™ (e (M,, mod Z ,

and Theorem 1 follows from this equation and the fact C10s3.5]
that the geometric genus is congruent to t)(~K) modulo 2.

1.4 Remarks. A) We note that we can replace the divisor -K
in Theorem 1 by any characteristic divisor W = 2D-K of V ,



th« difference between e(M,>?r) and e.(M,5") , then Theorem

thouqh the expression we get is more complicated C101. We also
note that if h(M,y) is the invariant in the introduction, i. e.

i
2

determines h(M,.y>. However, this answer is not entirely
satisfactory because it is not intrinsic, as it makes use of a
ll-manifold with boundary (H,?1). There must be a way for
expna-^^ing h<r1,y> purely in terms of (M,*1) .

b) It would be interesting to know whether Theorem 1,
formulated in terms of harmonic spinors, still holds when we
replace the divisor ~K by a C smoothing of it. As noted in
[57], such smoothings always exist for divisors, by Thorn's
transversality. When M is a 3-manifold we can indeed replace
-K by a smoothing tS'il, and we can also define t)(-K)
as the c]lmensU1 n of the space of harmonic spinors on the smoothing
modulo a. These two facts are essentially consequences of

Rochlin's theorem for spin manifolds. In higher dimensions they
would be consequences of the following conjecture (c.f.

Conjecture. Let
9k + '-t . end let I),,

be a C , closed, spin" manifold of dimension
be the Divac operator on If W

characteristic subinanifold of and if

l s an

is the

Dirsc opev -ator on w1 fur the induced spin structure C E3] , then:

dim Ker dim Coker = dim Ker mod H

This conjecture is true if dim X = *+ , by Rochlin's theorem , or
if X is ipin and W is empty, where it says that the A-genus of
3. closed, <=pin BM4-mani f o Id is an even integer C 31 , or if X
and U an? both complex analytic [10] .

§2. On the Casson invariant.

In this section we prove Theorem 2. This follows easily
from proposition H.I below together with the theorem in [11,Sell,
saying that if (T,P) is a quasi-homogeneous surface germ with
link M a homo logy sphere, then

\ (M) = - | o (F >

where *. is the Casson invariant and
the Milnor fibre.

criF) is the signature of

2.1 Proposition. Let n : V -» V be a resolution of a
normal Sorenstam smoothable surface singularity (T^P) , and let
F be the Milnor fibre of a smoothing of F' . Then for every
characteristic divisor W = SD - K of V one has :

- oCT) - (Bfe(W) + W ) mod

where a denotes the signature and t)(W) = h"(W,© (D))

Moreover, if we choose W so that D > 0 and —D is relatively
ample for n , then one has :

We recall that -D is relatively ample for if -D-E. 0

for all non-singular curves contained in the exceptional divisor.

Proof of S.I. Ue know from [85] that the tangent bundle of F
is trivial. Hence Durfee's formula for the signature of the
Milnor fibre says,

o-(F) ~ - S KE
2b,

1
where

1 S '
1 and b are the corresponding Betti numbers of V and

X is the typological Euler-Foivicar* characteristic. The formula
of Laufer-Steenbrink for Sf(F) says (see [18]),

+ lEp

where p is the geometric genus.

c<F> = -(b,, + K2

Hence,

and -b_ equals the signature of If

matrix of V is negative definite C201.

because the intersection

Therefore

ari.F1 c/<.1f> - (K + Sp )

and the proposition follows from this equation together with

the formulae in C10;<t.l] relating p and

Now we have the following improvement of



2.2 Proposition. Let <T,F-') be a normal Gorenstein surface
singularity • If the graph V of the minimal good resolution is
a tree of rational curves, then the geometric genus of F' modulo
2 is determined by the orientation preserving homeoinorphism type
of M. Moreover, if the singularity is smoothable, then the game
statement applies- to the signature of a smoothing of P.

Proof. The statement concerning the signature of a smoothing
follows from the? statement for the geometric genus together with
the fcrmijla

- (tr 3Pg> ,

because fthe? graph P is determined by the oriented homeomorphism

type of bhe link C H1 ~i. and T determines okif) and K" . To
prove the rival statement in 8.S we use again the formula of E10],

P
g

) mod 2 ,

for every characteristic divisor W . In particular W can be
tat. en to bs:

red
, the union of all components of the exceptional

Bet [.-I -= TT 'ipi that appear in K with odd multiplicity. As
noted in [ 173 . the fac:t that the graph P is a tree of rational
cui"vt"3 implies that W = i;_ is a disjoint union of such curves.

Hence t)<W) - 0 , and the result follows from the fact [21] that

the lint' II determines P , \i~ and W*~ .

He remark that if the germ (f,F) is quasi-homogeneous,
then C R7] the quotient X i *Y, P) /E (T, p) is an integer, where
XCT, p) î . the Eiulpr-PoincarA characteristic of the base orbifold
and lE'T.F'; is the Euler number of the link as a Seifert
manifold.. If this integer is odd, then tS7 D the reduced

d u isor K
ed

disjoint union of rational curves.

Hence the? coneus ions of &.E apply to these singularities, with the
-l5aine proof. This include1;. For instance, the canonical
siiigul=ii it; it:''-' of D o i g a c h e v C8 3.

If the link M of ,« surface singularity is a homo logy
sphere, then C8t!,17] the graph of a resolution of F is
necessarily .5 tree of rational curves, hence H.S implies :

2.3 Corollary. Let <V,F> be a normal Gorenstein surface
singularity with link a homo logy sphere. Then the geometric
genus modulo 2 is determined by the orientation preserving
t'iomeofiiorphism type of the link.

S.h. Remarks. It is clear that our proof of Theorem 2 is rather
ad hoc ami relies heavily on Ctl,H2J. Still, the result is
interesting because it points out aspects of Casson's invariant
not yet regarded, and the signature of a resolution is easier to
handle than the signature of the Milnor fibre.

If one chooses the characteristic divisor W to be

non-singular, then W is a characteristic submanifcId in the
sense of Rochlin (see [ l̂ t, 23 ,£<+]). In general, a characteristic
divisor W is singular and reducible. However CH7, p. 355], we
can always approximate it by a family of C , oriented,
characteristic submanifoIds W Each W. is canonically spin

CH3 ] and the dimension of the space of harmonic spinors on W

equals lj<W) mod 2 , as noted before. If the link M is a
homology sphere, if (T,P) is quasi^homogeneous, and if the W. 's

t

are complex analytic submanifolda (of the form ED,-K with Df>0

and -D. relatively ample), then Theorem 1 shows that the

dimension of the space of harmonic spinors on the W 's is>

actually constant, net only modulo 3, and it equals the algebraic
invariant h

quest ions:

" ( This is surprizing and it

i) Is this statement still true when the W 's are not complex
t

analytic ? .

ii) What happens if the germ (T,F') is not quasii-homoqeneous ?.

iii) Is the Casson invariant of the link given in general by the
formula

1 P
X(M> ~ Cr(V) - ~ (K + dim her S,, )

to
where t>,, is the Dirac operator on a smooth, C representative of

r-.
the anti-canonical class -K of a resolution V ?.

A positive answer to these questions would imply the
conjecture in [2G3. One may also consider the following question,
arising from similar questions in quantum field theories, : Let
iW 3 be a 1-parameter family of compact Rienann surfaces that

degenerates to a singular (reducible) curve W with a dualizing

tsheaf to,, . For each t we have a holomorphic square root
W

of the canonical bundle of W , depending holomorphically on t,

which degenerate to a square root 33 of 6JW . Is h'(Wt,i)t)

congruent to h°(W,B) modulo a ?. If the W.'s and W apppsr

as characteristic divisors in a family of complex surfaces, with
the appropiate line bundles, then CIO] gives a positive answer to
this question.
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